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edition fif not the first), name of the author or editor,
place, publisher, date of publication, and pagination. The
by-line stands below the last text or reference line. It
contains the reviewer's name and affiliation on separate
lines, flush right. For example:

Tables, figures, and illustrations. Authors are respon-
sible for providing camera-ready copy of tables, figures,
and illustrations with the submission of an article. Au-
thors should be prepared to furnish such copy within two
weeks after notification by SSLA that their article has
been accepted for publication.

References. Brief citations should be made in the text
by listing the author's surname, publication date, and
page number(s) when pertinent: (Chomsky, 1974, p. 240;
Gass, 1973); if more than one, citations should appear in
alphabetical order. When the author's name is part of the
text, follow this form: Gass (1983) argues t h a t . . .
Research referred to in the text must be listed in full in
the reference list at the end of each article, review arti-
cle, or book review following the specifications of the
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Asso-
ciation. Begin the reference list on a separate page enti-
tled "References." The references must be double-spaced
throughout. Each entry is to include the following: au-
thor's name, co-authors (if any), publication date, title of
work. For a journal article, also provide the journal's
name, volume number, and page numbers for the article.
For an article in a collection, list the editor's name, title of
the collection, and page numbers of the article. For a
book or monograph, list the edition, volume number,
series, place of publication, and name of publisher. Punc-
tuate as in the following examples:

A FOUNDATION COURSE FOR LANGUAGE TEACHERS.
Tom McArthur. New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983. Pp. 192.
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Proofs. First proof of an article or review article will be
sent to the lead author (or a nominee), who will be ex-
pected to correct and return it to the Editor, by airmail
where appropriate, within three days of receipt.

Offprints. 25 offprints will be provided free of charge to
the lead author of an article or review article. Additional
offprints may be purchased only if ordered at proof
stage.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has
not previously been published or is not being considered
for publication elsewhere. If an author is publishing a
related article elsewhere, this fact should be stated.

Copyright. Contributors of accepted articles will be
asked to assign their copyrights on certain conditions to
Cambridge University Press to help protect their materi-
al, particularly in the U.S.A.
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